
YOUR SPECIALIST PARTNER FOR 

Mental Health

At Britplas, our purpose is to improve 
life experience through the built 
environment. 
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Over the past two decades, we have 
developed a comprehensive understanding of 
the challenges and requirements associated 
with designing and installing specialist 
products for mental health facilities.

By working closely with clinicians, architects, 
contractors and estates professionals, we 
develop products which are genuinely best in 
class and which are widely relied upon to help 
provide optimally safe, secure and therapeutic 
environments for service users.



WINDOWS

The Britplas product range has 
been designed and continuously 
developed over many years, 
working in partnership with NHS 
trusts, specialist architects and 
other key stakeholders. 
The importance of the physical environment 
as an aid to recovery is widely acknowledged 
and we view safety and robustness along with 
effective therapy as integrated concepts which 
must both be carefully addressed in the process 
of product design. 
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Fortress 80 Fencing is a 
reliable, low impact perimeter 
security fencing system 
which can be overprinted 
with artwork of your choice 
to enhance outdoor areas.By 
working closely with clinicians, 

FENCING

Fortress Climb-Guard is a 
curved aluminium profile 
which can be fitted to low 
roof pitches and wall areas to 
prevent people from climbing 
onto them and absconding or 
injuring themselves.

By working closely with 
clinicians, architects, 

CLIMB-GUARD

Our product range

Our robust aluminium external 
doors are specially adapted 
for mental health facilities, 
including anti-ligature 
hardware.By working closely 
with clinicians, architects, 
contractors 

DOORS

Our full window range encompasses:

SAFEVENT®
Our most advanced anti-ligature window for mental 
health environments.

SAFEVENT® ELECTRIC
Our most advanced anti-ligature window with electric 
controls.

SAFEVENT® VERTICAL
Our most advanced anti-ligature window in a vertically 
sliding format.

SAFEVENT® EHA
An enhanced spec window designed for high acuity 
settings.

SAFEVENT® FIXED
A secure non-operable window designed for robustness.

SAFEVENT® FIXED (SECLUSION)
A secure non-operable window and secondary glazing 
system designed for confinement and isolation rooms.

INTAVENT
A robust window with enhanced safety and security 
features above standard casement windows typically 
used in supervised or common areas of secure 
environments.

Our market-leading Safevent® window is widely 
specified by the NHS and private healthcare 

groups for its safety, robustness and ability to 
provide fresh air and natural  light as well as a 

good level of service user control. 
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Contact us For more information on our product range 
visit britplas.com

18 Kingsland Grange, Woolston, Warrington, Cheshire 
WA1 4RW

T: +44 (0)1925 824 317 
E: sales@britplas.com

Important: The information above is provided for guidance purposes only. It is provided subject to contract and no representation or warranty 
is made or intended. The window should be assessed or tested by each Client to ensure it meets the requirement of their patient group and 
intended use.

Anti-ligature disclaimer: This product may have varying degrees of anti-ligature characteristics. Any anti-ligature characteristics there may 
be are only intended to supplement and not replace or be an alternative to appropriate risk assessment and supervision of those who may 
be at risk. Other necessary protective measures may be required in the specific circumstances of usage. The customer must satisfy itself that 
the product(s) are suitable for their intended use. Britplas does not offer any products for sale as being ‘ligature-free’ and to the fullest extent 
permissible under applicable law it will not be liable for any claims connected to or arising from the attachment of ligatures on its products.


